
28th TTanniversary 28 28s Quiz - Solutions & Report
first five

primes
2+3+5+7+11 =28 gold = adf = 14

2 bars = 28
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Pasuk VAV of
T'hilim 28

ziy`xa
ux`d...
First pasuk

of the Torah has
28 letters

Standard domino
set has 28 tiles

FOX, TAXI, WAVE, ACID, PAIL, COINS
3rd letters 'spell' XXVIII = 28

a.k.a.

didz z`f
another name for
Parshat M'tzora,

28th sedra

What we say at
the end of g"ca
(B'dikat Chametz)

Kol Chamira - g"k
which equals 28

The Bard's
dcn cbpk dcn
Shakespeare's 28th

play is Measure
for Measure

SF catcher is
Buster Posey
He wears #28

 Tau

Beta Tauri, a.k.a.
Elnath, 28th

brightest star

C-5 Galaxy
has 28 wheels

The Avis
Perfect

Avis is #2. The
second perfect

number is 28

Woodrow Wilson
28th POTUS

first seven
natural numbers

a.k.a. counting
numbers

1+2+3+4+5+6+7 =28

Barnardius zonarius

called 28 parrot
because of its call

qgpit
28th generation

from Adam

ziy`xa dyrn dyer...

Birkat HaChama
once every 28 yrs

dy`d dxn`e...
on` on`

from parshat
Sota. Sota is 28th
masechet mishna

Apple Park
in Silicon Valley

Atomic wt. of Si is 28

Opposition to the withdrawal of
state support or recognition
from an established church,

especially the Anglican Church
in 19th-century England

Definition of
antidisestablishmentarianism

28 letters

Hope & Peace
Flag and motto of

Esperanto. Its alphabet
has 28 letters

Was 12th, now 2nd

February, with its 28
days, was originally

the last month; later
became 2nd. (450BCE) Ko'ach = 28

Chinese mansions

There are
28 mansions

(constellations) in
the Chinese Zodiac

US 5¢ coins are
called nickels

Atomic # of Ni is 28 

       We goofed on this
one. Mistakenly thought
that George VI was 28th

ruler of England. He
wasn't. But he was 28
when he married M

; semi-colon
is the 28th

character of
the ASCII set

We hope you had
family fun with this

quiz. Even if you
didn't submit you

solutions

BRONZE MEDAL to Yechiel Jonathan Jonny Stein for his solution set.

IRON MEDAL to Rabbi Meir Salasnik for his solution set - even the ones he didn't get,
he gave creative attempted solutions.

SILVER MEDAL to Simcha Tropp.

GOLD MEDAL to the GOLD family. Excellent solution set this year, as for the past
number of years. KISHMAM KEIN HEIM.


